SOFTWARE FOR STUDENTS WITH LEARNING DISABILITIES

Kurzweil 3000 Scan & Read Program (PC & Mac)
WYNN Scan & Read Program
Read & Write Gold – Scan & Read/ Word Prediction Program (PC & Mac)
TextAloud (creates MP3s)
Daisy Software (ReadHear)
Adobe Reader (reads accessible PDF documents) – Free
NaturalReader 10.0 - Free
ReadPlease - Free
SOLO – includes Read:OutLoud-text reader, Draft:Builder-graphic organizer,
Write:OutLoud-talking word processor & Co:Writer-word prediction
Inspiration – visual mapping; outlining program

SOFTWARE FOR STUDENTS WITH LEARNING OR PHYSICAL DISABILITIES

Dragon NaturallySpeaking Voice Recognition Program
MathTalk Scientific Notebook / Math Pad
VoicePower
Head Mouse (Alternative Mouse)
Onscreen Keyboard - SoftType (PC) or KeyStrokes (Mac)

SOFTWARE FOR STUDENTS WITH LOW VISION or WHO ARE BLIND

JAWS - Screen Reading Program
Window Eyes - Screen Reading Program
ZoomText - Screen Magnification Program
Magic - Screen Magnification Program
Dolphin LunarPlus – Screen Magnification
Kurzweil 1000 – Scan and Read Program
Open Book – Scan and Read Program
Talking Typer – Audio Keyboarding Program
Daisy Software – ReadHear
Duxbury – Braille Translation Software
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SOFTWARE FOR STUDENTS TO IMPROVE BASIC ACADEMIC SKILLS

SkillsTutor – online program
Plato
Merit 2008 Basic Skills Pack
Solo
Spell Catcher
Simon Sound it Out
WordMaker

SOFTWARE FOR STUDENTS TO IMPROVE COGNITIVE SKILLS

BrainTrain
Captain’s Log
Parrot Software
High Level Attention
Laureate Aphasia program
Smart Driver

SOFTWARE FOR STUDENTS TO IMPROVE ATTENTION & FOCUS

Play Attention
Captain’s Log
SoundSmart
SmartDriver
IVA – ADHD Testing Tool

ADAPTIVE EQUIPMENT

Trackballs (Alternative Mouse)
Head Mouse (Alternative Mouse)
Pulse Pen
Daisy Hardware Players (Victor Reader Stream, Victor Reader ClassicX, Telex, Victor Reader Vibe, Plextor, Classmate Reader)
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